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a WorD FroM tHe MiniSter

I am very pleased to present the 2009-2014 Action Plan of Québec’s International 
Policy. The Plan was prepared under the auspices of the Ministère des Relations 
internationales, which leads the Québec government’s action abroad. Stemming 
from expanded consultation among government ministries and agencies, this Plan 
takes into account the rapidly changing international context, the globalization of 
trade, the current economic context and the impact these factors are having on 
Québec.

Synergy, flexibility and imagination have always been indispensable for promoting 
Québec internationally. They will prove to be crucial for meeting the complex 
challenges ahead.

Québec is resolutely open to the world and focused on the future, and must 
therefore heighten its political presence abroad to be better positioned and more 
effective in its prospecting and promotional initiatives, once signs of recovery begin 
to appear on the economic front.

Redeployed in recent years, Québec’s network abroad is currently composed of 
28 government offices in 17 countries. The network provides invaluable services 
to Québec society. Now more than ever, Québec diplomacy is essential for our 
economic, social and cultural development.

I am convinced that targeted measures that are planned collaboratively and 
updated on a yearly basis within the framework of a flexible government Action 
Plan will ensure optimal promotion of Québec’s interests worldwide.

Pierre ArcAnd 
Minister of International Relations 

Minister responsible for La Francophonie
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bacKGrounD anD iSSueS

Twenty years after the end of the Cold War, the restructuring of international relations 
continues at a pace that is influenced by fluctuating economic conditions.

This revamping is occurring against the backdrop of globalization, which brings about 
changes in the economy and trade, culture, identity, security, the environment and 
immigration.

As a federated state wishing to enhance its capacity for influence and action, Québec is 
directly concerned by all these issues, especially since the gap between what is local and 
what is global is increasingly narrowing.

North America and the European Union still account for over half of the world’s production 
and contribute significantly to international governance. The United States remains Québec’s 
main partner – nearly 75% of our exports are U.S. bound.

Meanwhile, new areas such as China, India and other emerging countries are continuing 
to develop rapidly and are gaining regional and international influence. Despite the current 
slowdown, Brazil and Russia still remain important players.

Like a number of economies that rely strongly on fossil fuel exports, the Persian Gulf 
countries have considerable resources at their disposal, which makes them influential 
players as well.

Several developing countries that have been affected by various adversities, particularly 
food and humanitarian crises, are pursuing their international integration while at the same 
time dealing with compelling demographic and social challenges. This only amplifies the 
necessity for the international community to demonstrate solidarity in assisting countries 
and regions that are too often excluded from the benefits of growth.

Globalization has accelerated in recent decades, resulting in a rapid increase in international 
trade, most notably integrative trade, and an even faster increase in direct foreign 
investments.

Services – including tourism and transportation – make up a significant portion of 
international trade. In an increasingly competitive environment, the role of education, 
research and innovation should not be underestimated.

Moreover, despite the cyclical drop in the demand for energy and raw materials, the 
international community is paying increasing attention to energy choices and their impact 
on sustainable development and climate change. Multilateral negotiations concerning this 
issue constitute a formidable international challenge and will continue in Copenhagen in 
December, 2009.

Terrorism, transnational crime, pandemics and environmental degradation still represent 
very real non-military threats and have a strong impact on the way states are governed.
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In the area of culture, protecting and promoting our identity as well as developing new 
information technologies make it more essential than ever to preserve the diversity of 
cultural expressions and the capacity of the state to intervene in order to support culture.

Political governance is also influenced by the expanding activity of international government 
organizations. Another factor to consider is the importance of some of the world’s cities 
and regions that are becoming centres of interest based on a knowledge economy and 
culture.

This is the international context in which Québec is pursuing its development and meeting 
its economic, demographic, cultural, social and institutional challenges.

Québec’s International Policy, released in 2006, provides insights on this environment in 
light of our interests and strives to achieve five eminently relevant objectives:

1. Strengthening Québec’s action and influence

2. Fostering Québec’s growth and prosperity

3. Contributing to the security of Québec and the North American continent

4. Promoting the identity and culture of Québec

5. Contributing to the cause of international solidarity

The Government of Québec implemented this Policy via a triennial Action Plan (2006-2009), 
which ended on March 31, 2009, and which enabled Québec to make major strides.

tHe 2009-2014 action Plan  
anD tHe MeaSureS SelecteD For 2009-2010

The 2009-2014 Action Plan and the 2009-2010 measures that are part of it were drawn up 
by the Ministère des Relations internationales in close consultation with 15 ministries and 
agencies that also provide financial support for their implementation. 

In order to take into account the rapidly changing international environment, the plan will 
be updated annually. Projects will be reassessed in partnership with ministries and agencies. 
The 2009-2014 Action Plan is composed of a series of measures grouped around five focal 
points.

Focal Point 1 
SuPPort For QuÉbec’S ProSPeritY

In an effort to help Québec deal more effectively with the current economic challenges, the 
government will work to support international research and innovation partnerships and 
attract foreign investments and tourists, in addition to attracting and integrating qualified 
foreign workers. It will actively pursue its commitment to the comprehensive economic 
partnership project agreement between the European Union and Canada. Accordingly, 
Québec will continue to closely monitor multilateral trade negotiations within the World 
Trade Organization.
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Focal Point 2 
QuÉbec’S StrateGY WitH reSPect to tHe uniteD StateS

The United States remains Québec’s primary economic partner. The economies of the U.S. 
and Québec are integrated to such an extent that it would be more accurate to say that 
both partners no longer merely trade goods, but rather manufacture them together.

Québec’s international initiatives concerning the United States will include a substantial 
economic component but will also extend to energy, the environment, security, culture and 
education.

In general, Québec must closely monitor circumstances in the United States. Targeted actions 
will be necessary. Québec will position itself with the U.S. as a partner that contributes to 
finding expedient solutions and meeting the challenges at hand.

Focal Point 3 
eDucation, KnoWleDGe anD SuPPort For YoutH

In today’s highly competitive environment, Québec must enhance the promotion abroad 
of its educational opportunities and foster the collaborative efforts of its educational 
institutions in this regard. Québec must also ensure that conditions offered to foreign 
students are attractive.

The Québec government is determined to successfully meet Québec’s demographic and 
economic challenges. It therefore intends to provide foreign students who earn a degree 
from a Québec institution with a certificate of selection for immigrating to Québec.

Student mobility is also a means for young Quebecers to gain awareness about international 
realities. Participating in training internships abroad gives young Quebecers a chance 
to become more open to the world and facilitates their integration into international 
networks.

The Action Plan places youth at the heart of Québec’s international initiatives and therefore 
supports the global mobility of students and young Quebecers, especially by improving the 
international internship opportunities it makes available.

The Fondation des Offices jeunesse internationaux du Québec provides financial support 
to the Office franco-québécois pour la jeunesse (OFQJ), the Office Québec-Amériques pour 
la jeunesse (OQAJ) and the Office Québec Wallonie Bruxelles pour la jeunesse (OQWBJ). 
Their programs offer professional development opportunities for 18-35 year-olds and foster 
intercultural learning experiences.
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Focal Point 4 
tHe iMPact oF QuÉbec anD itS culture abroaD

Québec’s identity, values and culture are major assets for increasing its scope of influence 
and advantageously positioning its creative artists, cultural goods and services abroad.

The creative, cultural and communication industries are expanding within the global economy 
and now represent over 7% of the GDP, both in Québec and internationally. Breakthroughs 
by Québec artists have resulted not only in more work and financial resources for them, but 
have also become vital sources of influence, cross-breeding and inspiration.

This focal point will make it possible to support Québec’s cultural sector initiatives to develop 
its expertise and increase its presence abroad.

Focal Point 5 
tHe GoVernMent oF QuÉbec’S caPacitY For action anD inFluence,  
anD international SoliDaritY

To carry out its efforts to increase its capacity for action and influence internationally 
and contribute to the cause of international solidarity, Québec possesses expertise that is 
recognized by its multilateral and bilateral partners. The Centre de valorisation internationale 
de l’expertise publique du Québec (Centre for the International Promotion of Quebec Public 
Expertise) plays a crucial role in this regard. 

More generally, Québec will participate in various transfers of expertise over the coming 
year, particularly in the following sectors: human resources training, governance capacity 
building, protecting and promoting the diversity of cultural expressions, and addressing 
climate change.

Québec will also step up its public diplomacy in collaboration with various institutional 
partners in Québec and abroad. As a result, Québec’s realities positions and policies will be 
better known and understood throughout the world.

Lastly, since Québec hosts major international events within its borders and regularly 
participates in such events abroad, government support for international events is 
essential.
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QuÉbec oFFiceS abroaD: a netWorK SerVinG QuebecerS

Québec maintains 28 government offices in 17 countries.

QuÉbec oFFiceS aDaPteD to tHe 21St centurY

To better position Québec in emerging markets and with its strategic partners, Québec’s 
network of government offices was redeployed between 2006 and 2009 in accordance 
with its International Policy. Of note are the opening of bureaus in India (Mumbai) and 
Brazil (São Paulo), the up-grading of the Atlanta, Berlin, Munich and Rome offices, and 
Québec’s increased presence in China (Beijing and Shanghai), Japan (Tokyo), Italy (Milan) 
and the United States (Washington and Los Angeles). 

These government offices are the responsibility of the Ministère des Relations internationales 
and are staffed by experts from several Québec government ministries and agencies, 
primarily the Ministère du Développement économique, de l’Innovation et de l’Exportation, 
the Ministère de la Culture, des Communications et de la Condition féminine, the Ministère 
de l’Immigration et des Communautés culturelles and Investissement Québec. The 
network’s redeployment made it possible to improve services that the offices provide to 
Québec’s business, cultural, institutional, academic and scientific communities in addition 
to Québec’s foreign investors and partners. The network is a strategic asset that generates 
concrete dividends for Québec’s society and government.

MEXICO

WASHINGTON
NEW YORK

ATLANTALOS ANGELES

CHICAGO BOSTON

TOKYO
SHANGHAI

HONG KONG

DAMASCUS

ROME

PARIS VIENNA

BERLIN

BARCELONA
MILAN  

TAIPEI

SEOUL
BEIJING

LONDON

BRUSSELS

MUNICH

MUMBAI

SÃO PAULO
SANTIAGO

QUÉBECQUÉBEC
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General 
delegations

Delegations Bureaus Trade 
Branches

Representation in 
multilateral affairs

Brussels
London
Mexico City
Munich
New York City
Paris
Tokyo

Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Los Angeles 
Rome

Barcelona
Beijing
Berlin
Damascus
Hong Kong
Mumbai
São Paulo
Shanghai
Vienna
Washington

Milan
Santiago
Seoul
Taipei

La Francophonie (Paris)
UNESCO (Paris)
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QuÉbec’S international PolicY
2009-2014 action Plan 

Measures for 2009-2010

Focal
Point SuPPort For QuÉbec’S ProSPeritY1

develop international research and innovation initiatives

Issue calls for strategic research and innovation projects for Québec in collaboration  •
with foreign governments;

Support the participation of Québec researchers in major international networks  •
and consortiums.

Ministère du Développement économique, de l’Innovation et de l’Exportation

Promote Québec as a dynamic investment location

Ensure coordination of all of Québec’s partners involved in the investment sector; •

Develop promotional activities and a range of initiatives to strengthen Québec’s  •
brand image in key markets and priority sectors.

Ministère du Développement économique, de l’Innovation et de l’Exportation

Establish a communication and promotion strategy for signing a 
comprehensive economic partnership agreement between the European 
Union and canada

Support Québec’s participation in negotiation sessions for an EU-Canada  •
agreement;

Stress Québec’s leadership and reputation at negotiation sessions. •

Ministère des Relations internationales

During 2009-2010, the following 35 measures, which will contribute to achieving the objectives and priorities 
of Québec’s International Policy, will be implemented collaboratively by Québec’s ministries and agencies.
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Implement the Québec-France Understanding on the Mutual recognition 
of Professional Qualifications and examine the possibility of initiating 
negotiations with other partners in this sector

Remove obstacles for attracting workers who practice a regulated profession or  •
trade;

Facilitate and accelerate the recognition of professional qualifications; •

Increase the competitiveness of companies by facilitating and accelerating the  •
recruitment of qualified workers;

Respond to labour needs. •

Ministère des Relations internationales

Support the development of projects emerging from Québec and 
France territorial communities through the Fonds franco-québécois 
de coopération décentralisée (France-Québec Fund for decentralized 
cooperation)

Support cooperation projects developed by France and Québec territorial  •
communities in targeted areas;

Demonstrate their innovative aspect; •

Promote the development of partnerships. •

Ministère des Relations internationales

develop cooperative ties between Québec and federated states in Brazil 
and India as well as between Québec and regional governments in china 
and Japan

Strengthen ties between Québec and targeted territories with a focus on initiatives  •
aimed at developing stronger bilateral relations;

Support the start-up of projects pertaining to the economy, science and technology,  •
education, research and the environment (climate change).

Ministère des Relations internationales

Establish a support fund for Québec cities and regions’ international 
action 

Give significant impetus to international action by cities and regions; •

Foster the development of community-building projects in the economic, social  •
and cultural sectors.

Ministère des Affaires municipales, des Régions et de l’Occupation du territoire
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Promote Québec as a tourist destination in the targeted markets of 
Germany, Brazil and Switzerland

Maintain or increase Québec’s market shares in these three countries; •

Devise and deploy marketing strategies adapted to the targeted markets. •

Ministère du Tourisme

Tighten the verification program for documents submitted in support of 
immigration applications

Ensure the accuracy of information provided in conjunction with permanent and  •
temporary immigration applications;

Make the procedure for processing permanent and temporary immigration  •
applications more secure.

Ministère de l’Immigration et des Communautés culturelles

create a chair in international civil aviation strategic studies

Consolidate the presence of major international civil aviation organizations in  •
Québec and Montréal;

Strengthen Québec and Montréal position in the international civil aviation training  •
and research sector;

Establish exchange networks between universities and research centres around  •
the world as well as with major international civil aviation organizations, major air 
carriers, major airports, air traffic control services and others.

Ministère des Transports
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Focal
Point

QuÉbec’S international PolicY

2009-2014 action Plan 
Measures for 2009-2010

Québec’s international Policy • 2009-2014 action Plan

Implement the Québec government strategy with respect to the United 
States

Identify ways to optimize the Strategy’s implementation; •

Target strategic issues and identify actions to be taken; •

Increase exchanges with academic communities, the business sector and political  •
players.

Ministère des Relations internationales

Step up north American trade

Establish training, information and consultation programs to facilitate the flow of  •
goods at the border;

Support projects for coordinating and developing the Québec–New York and  •
Québec–New England trade corridors;

Support business initiatives between Québec companies and United States  •
partners.

Ministère du Développement économique, de l’Innovation et de l’Exportation

Organize and host the 5th Leaders’ Summit on north American relations

Present Québec’s position on integrating and strengthening North American  •
relations;

Strengthen political ties and promote Québec’s interests among federated state  •
leaders in Canada, the United States and Mexico;

Promote Québec’s interests. •

Ministère des Relations internationales

2 QuÉbec’S StrateGY WitH reSPect to tHe uniteD StateS
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develop Québec’s relations in north America 

Strengthen Québec’s ties with regional and continental authorities in North  •
America;

Suggest new initiatives for strengthening Québec’s position. •

Ministère des Relations internationales

Strengthen and promote the brand image of Québec’s agri-food products 
in the United States

Bolster Québec’s reputation as a reliable, competent, innovative and world-class  •
supplier of food products;

Rally Québec food-product exporters, solidify Québec’s strategy vis-à-vis the United  •
States and periodically carry out promotional activities in the U.S. market.

Ministère de l’Agriculture, des Pêcheries et de l’Alimentation

Promote hydroelectricity as a clean and renewable source of energy in 
the United States

Identify key stakeholders and organizations as well as partnerships favourable to  •
Québec’s hydroelectricity export objectives;

Devise a promotional strategy built on Québec’s excellence and know-how while  •
showcasing the clean, renewable properties of hydroelectricity; 

Provide Québec with an export-based energy strategy. •

Ministère des Ressources naturelles et de la Faune

continue Québec’s security-related efforts

Support the role of the Centre de gestion de l’information de sécurité by  •
contributing to the security of Québec and the North American continent;

Ensure effective management of strategic information, rapid and coordinated  •
response in the event of a threat;

Maintain collaboration with international and U.S. partners in order to acquire best  •
practices and demonstrate that Québec is a serious partner in security matters.

Ministère de la Sécurité publique
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Set up a program to fight transborder crime

Establish a response protocol for prosecutors in cases of extraterritorial jurisdiction  •
crimes;

Collaborate and share information for the purpose of collecting evidence to build  •
legal files;

Harmonize partner practices in order to facilitate the sharing of evidence in  •
common files.

Directeur des poursuites criminelles et pénales
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Focal
Point

QuÉbec’S international PolicY
2009-2014 action Plan 

Measures for 2009-2010

create a support fund for activities promoting Québec’s educational 
opportunities

Support the network of Québec offices abroad in promoting Québec as a centre  •
of excellence in education;

Foster and increase foreign student recruitment. •

Ministère des Relations internationales

Establish a language assistants program with Mexico

Improve the quality of Spanish language teaching in Québec institutions; •

Encourage Québec students to be open to new languages and cultures; •

Ensure Québec’s scope of influence through the teaching of French outside  •
Québec.

Ministère de l’Éducation, du Loisir et du Sport

develop a web tool to position Québec as a choice destination for foreign 
students

Make the international section of the government services portal the primary  •
source of information on studying in Québec;

Foster and increase the recruitment of foreign students. •

Ministère des Relations internationales 

eDucation, KnoWleDGe anD SuPPort For YoutH3
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Support the establishment of La Fondation des Offices jeunesses 
internationaux du Québec

Support the foundation during its establishment phase; •

Allow the foundation to achieve financial autonomy with respect to public funds. •

Ministère des Relations internationales

Broaden young Quebecers’ understanding of the European Union and its 
institutions 

Ensure the participation of Québec students and professionals in the activities of  •
European institutions;

Increase opportunities for forging Québec-EU partnerships. •

Ministère des Relations internationales
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Focal
Point

QuÉbec’S international PolicY
2009-2014 action Plan 

Measures for 2009-2010

tHe iMPact oF QuÉbec anD itS culture abroaD4
Heighten Québec’s cultural presence internationally 

Support the international initiatives of Québec’s cultural sector; •

Foster tours by artists and the presence of Québec artists and cultural organizations  •
in international markets, especially through active participation in fairs and 
festivals;

Encourage invitations to foreign distributors and program planners during major  •
events held in Québec;

Present more foreign performances in Québec. •

Ministère de la Culture, des Communications et de la Condition féminine

Support the strengthening of good governance in La Francophonie 

Foster the transition of African universities to the LMD system (Bachelor’s-Master’s- •
Doctorate) and contribute to establishing good governance practices;

Emphasize the role played by mayors in promoting an entrepreneurial culture as a  •
source of human development and prosperity.

Ministère des Relations internationales

continue work on the multilingual terminology databank of the Grand 
dictionnaire terminologique 

Support the dissemination of scientific and technical terms in French on the  •
Internet so as to maintain its international status;

Support the acquisition of French as a language of work by Québec immigrants; •

Foster the use of French in international trade. •

Office québécois de la langue française
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5 tHe GoVernMent oF QuÉbec’S caPacitY For action anD 
inFluence, anD international SoliDaritY

continue and step up the activities of the centre de valorisation 
internationale de l’expertise publique du Québec (centre for the 
International Promotion of Quebec Public Expertise)

Position Québec’s public expertise internationally; •

Support initiatives fostering better access to international funding sources; •

Step up activities promoting Québec’s expertise internationally, especially in  •
Africa.

Ministère des Relations internationales

Participate in efforts outlined in the United nations development 
Programme’s initiative: “Towards carbon neutral and climate change 
resilient Territories.”

Promote Québec’s leadership and the role of federated states in fighting climate  •
change;

Help developing countries adopt measures for reducing greenhouse gas emissions  •
and adapt to climate change;

Help open new markets by fostering the transfer of the expertise and technologies  •
of Québec companies to developing countries.

Ministère des Relations internationales

Engage in public diplomacy to further Québec’s international relations

Support the objectives of Québec’s International Policy by planning initiatives  •
aimed at reaching networks of influence, particularly in civil society;

Collaborate with partners in Québec and abroad to advance common interests. •

Ministère des Relations internationales
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capitalize on Québec’s cultural visibility abroad as a vector for public 
diplomacy

Influence and inform targeted stakeholders with respect to Québec’s International  •
Policy during Québec cultural events held abroad;

Link Québec cultural events to other public diplomacy planned initiatives. •

Ministère des Relations internationales

Establish a “culture and development” program to support partnerships 
between Québec’s cultural sector and developing countries

Within the framework of UNESCO’s Convention on the Protection and Promotion 
of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions:

Support cultural industries in targeted developing countries; •

Support the initiatives of civil society and contribute to the emergence of a dynamic  •
cultural sector in these countries;

Foster the transfer of Québec’s cultural expertise. •

Ministère des Relations internationales

Establish an action plan to combat Invasive Alien Species (IAS)

Build an exchange network dealing with IAS; •

Create a databank; •

Prevent the introduction of new species by creating an IAS detection and rapid  •
response network;

Adopt a Québec IAS strategy and action plan that take into account the strategies  •
of both Canada and bordering U.S. states.

Ministère du Développement durable, de l’Environnement et des Parcs

create an international health and social services observatory

Study the policies, operations and funding of health systems in targeted states for  •
the purpose of selecting best practices;

Perform comparative analyses; •

Disseminate information on the management, organization and assessment of the  •
systems studied.

Ministère de la Santé et des Services sociaux
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Use international events as leverage to foster the Québec government’s 
capacity for action and influence as well as to support Québec’s 
prosperity and promote its identity and culture

Provide Québec with a mechanism for capitalizing on outcomes of international  •
events held in Québec and abroad;

Ensure follow-up and consistency of government actions with respect to supporting  •
and participating in international events.

Ministère des Relations internationales

Support the International network of Lawyers for the diversity of 
cultural Expressions (rIJdEc)

Allow for the sharing of information and legal expertise on various articles of  •
the Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural 
Expressions;

Provide legal support for implementing the Convention to states requesting  •
assistance, especially developing countries;

Support the RIJDEC in creating its website. •

Ministère des Relations internationales
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concluSion

Today, few sectors of human activity can avoid taking into account the international context. 
This is particularly true concerning government activity. Internationally defined standards 
are increasingly setting the markers for our public policies, while our economic activity 
is part and parcel of a global business environment. Similarly, finding solutions to local 
problems is less difficult when practices implemented elsewhere are studied as examples. 

The concerted action of a number of states is often necessary to ensure the prosperity, 
security and freedom of their citizens. As a result, residents of Québec directly benefit from 
the alliances in which the government participates.

It is therefore with the aim of fully assuming its responsibilities that the Government of 
Québec is active internationally. The role of the Ministère des Relations internationales is to 
ensure that initiatives contribute to achieving the goals set out at the government level.

That is the purpose of the International Policy and the 2009-2014 Action Plan. In coordinating 
the government’s efforts and resources, the Action Plan is a tool for development that 
serves Québec society.
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